Abstract. For the next bioinformatics analysis of sequence reads, the initial sequence reads with next-generation sequencing technology should be clean with the quality filter method. The basic quality filter method can filter the initial sequence reads by quality cut-off value and base percent. We select some initial sequence reads, and do a lot of quality filter experiments. For learning the quality filter method, we compare the results quality filter the experiment sequence reads by varies quality cut-off value and base percent.
Introduction
The emergence of next generation sequencing technology has made it possible for individual investigators to generate gigabases of sequencing data per week. Effective analysis and manipulation of these data is limited due to large file sizes, so even simple tasks such as data filtration and quality assessment have to be performed in several steps [1] . For the next bioinformatics analysis of sequence reads, the initial sequence reads with next-generation sequencing technology should be clean with the quality filter method. The quality filter method of bioinformatics means that filters sequences based on Phred quality score [2] [3] , and the basic quality filter method can filter the initial sequence reads by quality cut-off value and base percent.
In this paper, we introduce Phred quality score. Then, for more clear observe the quality value of experiment sequence reads, we convert the quality format of the selecting experiment sequence reads from ASCII to numeric with a tool of quality format converter [4] . At last, we do a lot of experiments with quality filter by varies quality cut-off value and base percent, and compare and analysis the results.
Phred Quality Score
Phred quality scores have become widely accepted to characterize the quality of DNA sequences, and can be used to compare the efficacy of different sequencing methods. Perhaps the most important use of Phred quality scores is the automatic determination of accurate, quality-based consensus sequences. Phred quality scores are used for assessment of sequence quality, recognition and removal of low-quality sequence (end clipping), and determination of accurate consensus sequences Phred quality scores Q are defined as a property which is logarithmically related to the basecalling error probabilities P [2] .
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Quality Format Converter
The quality format of the initial sequence reads always are ASCII format. The following is the quality value characters in left-to-right increasing order of quality with ASCII format for Illumina 
Experiment with Quality Filter
Experiment Setting on Galaxy. The quality filter method of bioinformatics can filter the initial sequence reads by quality cut-off value and base percent. Galaxy [6] [7] [8] is a scientific workflow, data integration [9] [10], and data and analysis persistence and publishing platform that aims to make computational biology accessible to research scientists that do not have computer programming experience. Although it was initially developed for genomics research, it is largely domain agnostic and is now used as a general bioinformatics workflow management system [11] .
We do a lot of experiments with quality filter by varies quality cut-off value and base percent on Galaxy as in Fig. 1 . Then, we set base percent as 90%, and respectively set quality cut-off value as 20, 25, 30, 35, 40. Figure 1 . Quality filter by varies quality cut-off value and base percent on Galaxy Experiment Results and Analysis. First, we set base percent as 90% and quality cut-off value as 20, and quality filter the above selecting experiment sequence reads. We can see that one sequence read is discarded. For the length of all sequence reads are 50, we set base percent as 90% and quality cut-off value as 20. It means that the bases number (quality value is less than 20) of the sequence read is 10 and it is more than 5, and this sequence read should be discarded. The following is the discarded sequence read, and we set the bases (quality value is less than 20) as bole italic type. In the same way, when setting base percent as 90% and quality cut-off value as 25, we can see the following sequence read is discarded, and the bases number (quality value is less than 25) of the following sequence read is 8 and it is more than 5. We can also see the bases number (quality value is less than 20) of the following sequence read is 5 and it is equal to5, and then, the following sequence read should not be discarded with base percent as 90% and quality cut-off value as 20. The following is the discarded sequence read, and we set the bases (quality value is less than 25) as bole italic type. When setting base percent as 90% and quality cut-off value as 40, we can see all selecting sequence read are discarded for the bases number (quality value is less than 40) of all selecting sequence reads are more than 5.
Summary
With the quality filter method of bioinformatics, we can quality filter the sequence reads. There are many quality filter method, and the basic quality filter method can filter the initial sequence reads by quality cut-off value and base percent.
In this paper, we introduce Phred quality score and convert the quality format of the selecting experiment sequence reads, and do a lot of quality filter experiments with quality filter by varies quality cut-off value and base percent. The experiment results show that quality filter by varies quality cut-off value and base percent can filter the initial sequence reads quickly and exactly. For other filter method such as filter by quality score and length, we can also learning with the same way.
